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Anant Srivastava has had a remarkable career in the Entertainment Marketing, Content, Music 

Business and Talent Management domain and managed diverse portfolios spanning Talent, and 

Content acquisition, Celebrity tie-ups and management, Live Events and Tours, Integrated 

Marketing Communications, Digital Media management, IP conceptualization and monetization 

across national and international markets. 

 

Anant has worked in lead roles at leading entertainment companies including Radio Mirchi, SONY 

Music, Yuvraj Entertainment, 3rd Rock Multimedia and Devils at Work. Prior to joining Bollyboom, 

Anant served as Director, ByteDance where he led the new and original music business in the 

India GBD Music Division and was responsible for the company’s foray in the content space, 

acquisition of content for music streaming services like Resso, Tik Tok, Helo, and key industry 

partnerships. Over the past decade Anant has conceptualized many unique ideas and identified 

numerous opportunities in the entertainment domain to curate them into valuable propositions and 

IPs for leading brands and corporates. 

 

In 2022 Anant joined as Chief Operating Officer of Percept Live’s Intellectual Property – 

‘Bollyboom’, the world’s first and biggest Bollywood Dance Music Property offering an eclectic 

blend of Music, Dance and Live Entertainment across various formats spanning Arenas, 

Occasions, Club Nights, Campus Shows and the digital variant - Bollyboom@Home. In his 

capacity as COO – Bollyboom, Anant is responsible for leading the Vision, Strategic direction, 

Business Development and Monetization of the Bollyboom IP, creating opportunities for synergy 

across the Media and Entertainment industry, attaining profitability and revenue growth 

organically & inorganically, identifying new areas and lines of brand extension, as also paving the 

roadmap for brand Bollyboom pan India and overseas across multiple touch points.  

 

Anant is also responsible for scaling up the Bollyboom brand with the global roll out of Bollyboom 

Events, Clubs, Lounges, Records, Events and Merchandise to ensure Bollyboom become India’s 

one and only indigenous 360-degree Lifestyle Brand for the Bollywood aficionados. 

 

 

 


